Thank you Renton Schools Foundation!
For supporting our Clay Program!
With love from
Dimmitt Middle School Visual Arts
Thank you for the clay for me using that clay was something new I never used before and unique things I could do with clay.

Jason

I learned that you have to have patients to see that Beautiful color from cooking it. The best part was, painting a object, of course.

Ezekiel

I learned you have to be careful when using clay and carefully glaze it and it comes out the kiln looking amazing, so thanks.

Aron

I learned how to slip and attach pieces of clay together, learn how to glaze pieces of clay, learned how to smooth out the edges, and how to make sculptures out of clay, etc.

Kayla

You have to make 3 layers in order for it to be smooth. The best part about glazing clay was the colors.

Dayana

Thank you Renton Schools Foundation! I made a gucci turtle AND ITS SOOOO GUCCI. lol THANK YOU SO MUCH!!!!

Nathaniel Servin-Arevalos

fun. I learned that when you’re making clay, then be careful.

Shaheed

After it cooked how everything looked because this is my first time doing clay

Thank You!!!

Grace
I learned that you need to slip and score your clay. 

Art

Thank you Renton Schools Foundation! The best part was how creative you can be with clay. You could make anything you put your mind to. I loved it, and would love to do it again.

Jayden

I really love making clay, and the best part was glazing.

Jakayla

One thing that was interesting was that we can make any shape, anything with clay we can patterns, carvings. I learn that you need to keep the wet in order to make something. The best part was I got to make my own sculpture.

Melissa

I thought that using clay was really cool because we got to do a hands on experience instead of just using tools like paintbrushes and pencils. We got to use our hands to make something useful or decorative for ourselves, which is more than what paper can do. I learned more about clay and how it makes up a lot of what we use everyday. The best part was that I got to make a bunch of clay things that I liked instead of paper things that I don’t really have a use for.

Mai-Huong
It was cool to make things out of clay since we got to make, glaze, and heat them. The best part was making anything we wanted out of the clay.

Isaiah

I really liked glazing, I might have added too many layers of glaze though hehe.

Entong

I feel that the sculpting part was the most fun and seeing the end product. I also learned about the process of clay being made. I feel the best part was glazing and picking your colors.

Lourdes

I liked clay because you can make anything you want and I like the kiln and thank you getting a new kiln and yeah thanks

SUHAIB

I made a turtle who was a prince and a fruit tart. Something fun about making it was making the shapes and seeing it actually look like what I wanted it to be.

Elyza

It was fun to make different shapes with clay, I enjoyed glazing my work, I learned another type of art :) Thank you very much!

Lidia

Making things with clay fun because you can create anything out of it and can glaze it with different colors and after it's fired it looks very cool.

Dalia
It's very interesting. I have learned many good things. The best part is that I have done everything with clay.

Chau

I liked how creative we could get with our clay shape and design. I also liked how we got to plan and choose colors of our glaze and how we put it on with texture. The best part in my opinion was the glazing because the result was so smooth and cool designs were made.

Airon

It was really fun to make clay pieces. It was interesting to see the different types of artwork everyone made. It was cool to see a pale, pastel piece of artwork turn into a pretty, shiny clay piece. Thank you so much for funding our clay unit!

Saamia

I had fun doing a thing I can get messy with. Some what.

Tyrelle

Thanx 4 Supporting Art!! :)

Ali

I learned how to use clay and how to glaze it. It was very fun. My favorite part was looking how the clay turned out and seeing how the glaze can make a big difference in the sculpture.

Angelo

Khang co gi ca

Quyen

The best thing is clay

Edil
Something interesting about clay was making sculpture out of it. One fun thing about clay is you can make anything with it and glaze makes the sculpture look real. The best thing about clay I got to make a rose with it and turn out good.

Melissa

It was fun doing the clay and glazing because we could shape the clay into anything we wanted and then when we painted it and then heated it in the kiln the paint got shiny.

Mark

It was really cool to do physical artwork and I learned you have to take your time making clay artwork, the best part was glazing the artwork.

Yabsena

I made a really cool hollow cake slice and couple other things. It was really fun to use clay for the first time! Thanks so much for the new glaze and kiln. I learned how to make a pinch pot and will enjoy making more throughout my life. Once again I thank you very much for letting us have that experience.

Sofia

when my clay project was done the glaze was shiny and that was my favorite part

Josiah

I really liked our clay unit! I don’t usually get to create 3D artwork, and clay is so much fun. Sculptures are a great field that we don’t get to explore much anywhere else. We did two projects with clay, a nature pinch-pot, and a pop-culture food sculpture. I myself made a very impressive strawberry cake sculpture that opens up to be used as a container. Thank so much for this opportunity!

Cora S.

Thank you to the people that gave us the glazes I made my clay look like a cake and the best part of making it was making the shape and also making the clay smooth and after the clay got hard I glaze it with a really colorful colors and it turn out like a unicorn cake. I found it really to do it and I think that if the kids like me will have more fun if they get to try what I tried.

Denielle
I really enjoyed the clay unit we did in art this year! We really got to do hands on learning. We did many fun projects and overall thanks you for all the clay supplies and the kiln.

Teagan

It was a great experience because it was my first time.

Zamariah

I made a rabbit, a tea cup and a purse w/clay. I learned to not get clay on the floor and that there are 4 stages of clay. The best part was MAKING stuff with clay. Thank you, Renton Schools Foundation! You guys are the best ;)

Ivy

It was very fun sense it was my first time working with clay there was some ups and downs but I still got through but what I made was pretty to me. I just want to say thank you for helping Ms. McKinney with clay and glaze from me thank you.

Freddie Lee McClain

The coolest thing to me was when our clay bowls came out of the kiln because the glaze was really shiny and it looked clean.

jasmine

I liked making ceramic work. It was very fun getting messy with the slip. Glazing was also fun. The best part was when work came out. You could see what you made.

Danielle
I was never confident in art but when I tried the nature clay project, I was more open to trying new things and to you I am saying thank you nahila.

My favorite part was shaping my project with clay, because it is really cool to feel like I could make anything out of it, and it was really fun. Thank you for getting us clay and glaze!

Nicholas

I made a box with a snowman on it. I learned that clay is easy to mold and shape it. The best part was when it came out of the kiln and it was pretty.

Liliana

What was cool was the glazes looked different when it came out of the kiln from being fired. What I learned was if you fire your glazed piece of art that it looks more shiny and elegant. The best part was seeing the art looked like when it came out of the kiln.

Elijah

Clay was really fun to sculpt with, and working with clay was really interesting too. I learned about making the sculptures and also how clay works. The best part was when the art came out of the kiln. My cup didn't turn out perfect, but I really like it.

Atharva
I learned to be patient when the glazed is drying and then see the final project.
Ashton

Using clay was a very fun (and messy) way to express my creativity, glazing was especially fun because it was like painting my sculpture and I like painting.
Katrina

I learned techniques on clay. It was also cool that you could make anything.
Mathew

It’s fun glazing and making it shiny, I learned not to over glaze it
Angel

I made a burger, it was a very pretty burger.
Langston

I learned how to make bowls and glazing it was the best part.
Aristotle

Glazing was a really fun experience, I learned how to form bowls and how to attach a foot on it. The best part was being able to share this moment with my classmates. I would like thank Renton Schools Foundation for being able to give us this opportunity.
Hendrick